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Abstract—NoSQL databases have moved from theoretical solutions to exceed relational databases limits to a practical and indisputable application for
storing and manipulation big data. In term of variety, NoSQL databases store
heterogeneous data without being obliged to respect a predefined schema such
as the case of relational and object-relational databases. Those solutions, also
surpass the traditional databases in storage capacity; we consider MongoDB for
example, which is a document-oriented database capable of storing unlimited
number of documents with a maximal size of 32TB depending on the machine
that runs the database and also the operating system. Also, in term of velocity,
many researches compared the execution time of different transactions and
proved that NoSQL databases are the perfect solution for real-time applications.
This paper presents an algorithm to store data modeled by graphs as NoSQL
documents, the purpose of this study is to exploit the high amount of data stored
in SQL databases and to make such data usable by recent clustering algorithms
and other data science tools. This study links relational data to document datastores by defining an effective algorithm for reading relational data, modelling
those data as graphs and storing those data as NoSQL documents.
Keywords—Graph schema, NoSQL, Document database, Object-Relational
database, MongoDB

1

Introduction

XML (eXtensible Markup Language) is a powerful tool used to encode documents
in order to exploit their data with different database management systems, algorithms
and applications [1, 2]. XML is a sample language based on the use of tags and can be
easily readable by both human and machine.
Many frameworks and APIs (Application Programming Interfaces) use XML files
for mapping between their different components, we cite for example Struts, Hibernate, EJB (Enterprise JavaBeans), JMX (Java Management Extensions) for Java web
applications and Ajax for JavaScript web applications. GEXF (Graph Exchange XML
Format) is an extension of XML which specifies the main parameters to describe
graphs and networks with a set of nodes and their positions in addition to the set of
edges and their type (directed or undirected) and many other parameters.
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No one can deny that the world is currently dominated by SQL relational databases, as they still take place in training programs for different computer science
branches, another reason of their popularity is the massive amount of disponible documentations for SQL databases as they’re existing since almost half a century. SQL
databases respects the ACID properties [3], where a transaction should be done completely or canceled at all (Atomicity), each transaction leads the system from a valid
state to another valid state without violating any constraints (Consistency), each
transaction is executed as if it is the only existing transaction in the system (Isolation)
and finally each transaction must be saved once executed (Durability).
Recently NoSQL (Not Only SQL) is making its own way to the top list of the most
popular databases, many reasons harried up the appearance of those solution as the
growing volume of data existing nowadays and their heterogeneity, the majority of
the collected data are non-structured and cannot be fit into a relational or objectrelational database [4] as those models use a predefined schema for each created
structure (table, view, ..) and each transaction in the language of data manipulation
(DML) firstly compares the data given in parameters with the existing schema of the
structure and generates errors in the case of a minimum mismatch. NoSQL rejects the
ACID properties and have no schemas to be respected and verified before each transaction.
The performance of relational databases decreases as the amount of data increases,
also high availability can’t be guaranteed as the relational databases are based on
consistency instead of availability [5]. Also, databases must be easily replicated as the
majority of recent systems are distributed, and if we take for example a relational
database in Oracle DB system, the replication needs an additional effort. Due to all
those limits of SQL, each high organization has developed its own database management system that responds to its needs, those systems are classified as NoSQL databases [5].
The purpose of this study is to define a new syntax in order to migrate graphs from
relational database to document database. This migration will make tasks easier for
developers who will no longer have to copy those data to the new NoSQL created
structures, it also will open the doors to exploit those data by recent algorithms. which
is the main objective of our research project. In this paper, we are interested in data
modelled by graphs, in order to apply graph clustering algorithms and especially spectral clustering.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the background of the work
and gives overview of the different NoSQL datastores and graph schemas. Section 3
details the syntax of the proposed algorithm to store graph schemas in documentoriented MongoDB database. Section 4 gives a comparison between the experimental
results after storing graphs in both SQL and NoSQL databases. Section 5 closes the
paper with conclusions and perspectives.
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2

Background

2.1

Related work

The work presented in this paper is a part of a research project of knowledge extraction from data modeled by graphs [6, 7] where the main objective is the classify a
set of individuals using graph approaches such as spectral clustering algorithms [811].
Many algorithms and approaches were developed to convert between schemas,
models or databases. We cite for example the conversion between XML and objectrelational model [12], the conversion between UML and XML [13, 14], the conversion between relational data and graph schemas [15] and recently the conversion of
SQL databases to NoSQL [16] such as the conversion from MySQL to Cassandra
which is a NoSQL column-oriented database [17].
In our context, no approaches were proposed to deal especially with data modeled
by graphs, where the input and the output are graph schemas. In [16] the authors proposed a database migration from SQL to NoSQL database with MongoDB as a proposed use case to compare the performances insertion, selection and update queries.
Also, in [18] the authors investigated NoSQL document datastores in order to
evaluate their suitability to replace relational databases in managing clinical data,
their experimental results proved that NoSQL and XML are the perfect choices in
term if speed, flexibility and scalability. Still in the field of health, another work [19]
presented a NoSQL database to store health data instead of relational solutions whose
proved their limits against volume and heterogeneity, the proposed model was based
on a distributed document DBs and was implemented in the cloud environment to
access the distributed properties, the experimental results proved that the NoSQL
model surpassed the existing relational model in writing queries, flexibility and extensibility. We note that the authors in [19] compared their model to SQL Server and it
would be better if they compared their model to an object-oriented model in Oracle
databases for example, in order to validate their hypothesis.
Our contribution is a GEXF graph schema storage in MongoDB database, which
can be seen as a conversion from XML schema to MongoDB database and benefit
from the performances of MongoDB queries in terms of time, complexity and flexibility [20]. Thereafter, we are going to focus on the document-oriented databases, also
called document stores. This category of databases is the nearest to the key value
model, where the key is a unique ID that can be automatically generated or manually
given, and the value is a document in JSON format in the case of MongoDB [5].
Document stores are a good solution for large data sets with changing states where no
schema definition is forced which gives the possibility to store variable data and update the attributes of inserted documents dynamically.
2.2

NoSQL

Nowadays, data are provided from different sources, the amount of those data is
still in progress, the need of real-time processing, also the majority of data are un-
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structured. All those factors prove that data in the future could not be processed by
traditional systems such as SQL databases. NoSQL has proved its performances
against the big data challenges such as volume, velocity and variety.
Recently, the big companies in information and communications technology (ICT)
started to develop their own systems that perform with their data, those systems are
classified as NoSQL database management systems. In general, we can regroup those
systems in four families; Key-value, document-oriented, column-oriented and graphoriented databases.
Key-value databases. In this model, data are stored as pair of keys and values,
where the key is a BLOB (Binary Large OBject). Key-value datastores use keys to
handle data, which is similar to the use of the object-oriented structures such as maps,
collections, or vectors. The basic structure of those databases gives them a high performance in term of time, especially for read and write queries [21]. Among the benefits of such datastores; the low time response and the ease of scalability. Redis and
Amazon DynamoDB are two of the most familiar key-value databases.
Column-oriented database. This model is the closest to relational databases except that data are stored by columns rather than rows. Column datastores support high
scalability which make them more performant in data mining field as the values of a
single column are tend to have similar behaviors and can easily be classified in clusters [22]. In addition to Apache HBase, Cassandra are widely used in social networks’
applications such as the case of Facebook. The strength of Cassandra is related to its
implantation of both DynamoDB key-value store and BigTable [23] column-oriented
store which adds a fastness data access and high storage capacity [3, 21].
Graph-oriented databases. Data are structured as graphs, where each data point is
a vertex with properties, and the edges represent the similarities between each pair of
data points having similar behaviors. This model is adapted to relational and objectrelational models, as they all focus on the coupling between the stored data [3].
Graphs are widely used in different fields which gives high value to graph datastores,
we cite for example the metabolic networks, protein-protein interaction networks,
chemical structure graphs, gene clusters and genetic maps, in addition to websites and
social networks in computer science. Neo4j is the most used graph database, it’s used
to store a high number of heterogeneous nodes liked with weighted edges, also it has
its own querying language called Cypher which is less complicated that SQL. The
experimental studies prove that Neo4j gives high performances in term of time for
nodes with string typed properties, in the other hand it takes more time to convert
strings to numeric values.
Document-oriented databases. Data are stored as semi structured documents such
as XML (eXtensible Markup Language) or JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) files.
Document datastores are flexible as they are schema-less and read/write queries does
not verify the data before each transaction, all those factors produce less execution
time compared to schema models such as relational or object-relational ones. MongoDB [24] is one of the most popular document datastores, used to manipulate an
unlimited number of heterogeneous documents in a single database, with a high volume and low execution time. Thereafter, this work is going to focus in this category
of NoSQL datastores in comparison with an SQL object-relational database.
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2.3

Graph schema

Graphs as a structure are widely used in various fields; starting with computer science, we cite for example websites and social networks. Applications of graphs are
also used outside the field of computer science, such as metabolic networks, chemical
structure graphs, gene clusters and genetic maps [3].
With the growth of graphs applications, the storage of those structures has become
a critical issue. Formerly, graphs were stored by their adjacency matrix or by their set
of nodes and edges. Recently, the graphs are used to model heterogeneous data where
nodes don’t share the same schema or parameters, also the links between the nodes
can carry information, the traditional storage solutions have become outdated and
other solutions started to see the light in order to deal with graphs in the big data context. GEXF (Graph Exchange XML Format) is an open source document-oriented
format based on XML and used to describe and store graphs and complex networks.
Another recent solution for describing graphs and complex networks is Graphoriented databases such as Neo4j [7].
A graph in GEXF is described by its set of nodes and edges with additional parameters as the color of the node, the 3D position and the weight of the edges.
The main issue with databases nowadays is that the majority of small and medium
institutions still use SQL models, especially the Relational Databases and more precisely MySQL, which is a free Relational Database Management System (RDBMS)
in addition to Oracle DB for both relational and object-relational models. In other
hand, the recent algorithms for knowledge extraction and classification deal with
heterogeneous data, in other words those approaches are designed for NoSQL databases [25]. In brief, the need is to develop a bridge between those two technologies to
convert the existing models without redoing the conception of information systems
and also migrate the existing data to NoSQL databases to get exploited by recent
techniques and approaches (Fig. 1).
The graph schema construction is generated using the algorithm of conversion between relational data and graph schema published in [15].
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Fig. 1. Process overview.

3

Graph schema to MongoDB

3.1

Syntax

In graph schemas, a graph is defined by its description D, its set of vertices V and
its set of edges E. Then for a graph G its schema Ĝ is given by the following syntax
(1).
Ĝ = D & {V; E}

(1)

The symbol & is used to describe a concatenation of simple parameters and objects,
where D is a simple parameter or a set of simple parameters that are extracted from
inside the tag, while V and E are objects. The graph Description D is defined as follows (2).
D=T&M

(2)

T is the default edge type, which can take two possible values (3).
T = DIRECTED | UNDIRECTED

(3)

In GEXG, a graph mode (M) can be static or dynamic where the nodes move in the
3D space according to time. The symbol | denotes an alternative. In our case, we consider the case where the graph is always static, so the Description in (2) is modified to
the syntax (4).
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D = {T; STATIC}

(4)

The set of nodes V in (1) is a list of the entire vertices of the graph G (5).
V = { v1 , v2 , …. vn }

(5)

Where n is the order of the graph (n = |V|) and each vertex vi (i ϵ [1, n]) is defined as
follows (6).
vi = [n] & {id [; l; s; c; p]}

(6)

The value of the parameter id is a textual unique value that identifies each node.
The parameter l describes the displayed label of the node, by default a node is labeled
by its id, but in several cases other parameters are preferred to label the nodes. The
parameter s is the visualization size, it’s a numeric value that refers to the importance
of the vertex in the graph. The parameter c is the color of the node in RGB encoding
given as an object (7).
c = r & g & b. With r, g, b ϵ [0, 255]

(7)

The last parameter p in (6) defines the position of the node in the 3D space, p is an
object (8).
p=x&y[&z]

(8)

x, y and z are real numeric values. z is an optional value, which is the case for all
the parameters between [] in (6).
We move now to the set of edges E which contains the entire edges of the graph to
link between the vertices of V.
E = { e1 , e2 , …. ek }

(9)

Where k is the size of the graph (k = |E|) and each edge ei (i ϵ [1, k]) is defined as
follows (10).
ei = [k] & {id ; src; trg [; w]}

(10)

id is the unique parameter that identifies each edge. src is the id of the source node
of the edge and trg is id of the target node. The parameter w is the weight of ne node
in the case where G is a weighted graph.
3.2

Conversion to MongoDB syntax

We consider the function Ϻdb that allows us to convert a graph schema to MongoDB syntax. The function Ϻdb can take any type parameters. To convert the convert
the entire graph schema we divide the conversion to multiple processes (11). We add
that the function Ϻdb is divisible (12 and 13).
Ϻdb (Ĝ) = Ϻdb (D , {V; E})

(11)

Ϻdb (Ĝ) = Ϻdb (D) , Ϻdb ({V; E})

(12)
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Ϻdb (Ĝ) = Ϻdb (D) , Ϻdb (V) , Ϻdb (E)

(13)

In MongoDB, the objects are separated with comas (,). We start with the conversion of the description D (14 and 15).
Ϻdb (D) = Ϻdb (T) , Ϻdb (M)

(14)

Ϻdb (T) = "defaultedgetype": "undirected" | "directed"

(15)

As we already mentioned, we deal with static graphs, which means the value of
Ϻdb (M) is a constant (16).
Ϻdb (M) = "mode": "static"

(16)

Later on, we calculate the conversion of the set of vertices V (17). To do this, we
calculate separately the conversion of each vertex (18).
Ϻdb (V) = {α & Ϻdb ({ v1 , v2 , .. vn }) & ζ }

(17)

Ϻdb (V) = {α & (Ϻdb (v1) , Ϻdb (v2), .. , Ϻdb (vn)) & ζ }

(18)

As we deal with a list of objects, it’s important to respect the MongoDB syntax to
create a list of nodes (vertices) where each element is an object of type node, the list
opening is stored in the textual constant α (19) and the closing string is stored in the
constant ζ (20).

α = "\"nodes\": {\"node\":["

(19)

ζ = "]}"

(20)

Now for the conversion of the vertices, each vertex is converted separately as follows (21). The number of nodes n is ignored by the conversion function as it can be
easily calculated (22 and 23).
Ϻdb (vi) = Ϻdb ([n] & {id [; l; v; c; p]})

(21)

Ϻdb (vi) = Ϻdb ({id [; l; s; c; p]})

(22)

Ϻdb (vi) = {& Ϻdb (id) , Ϻdb (l) , Ϻdb (s) , Ϻdb (c) , Ϻdb (p) &}

(23)

The parameters id and l are simple data whose stand for id and label, the conversion of a simple data parameter is obtained with the following syntax (24).
"parameter": "value"

(24)

The parameter s is an object with one numeric value to describe the size of the
node. The conversion can be described as follows (25).
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Ϻdb (s) = "vize-size":

(25)

{ "value": vize-size_value }
For the parameter c which is an object with three integer values, the conversion
can be obtained as follows (26).
Ϻdb (c) = "vize-color":
{"r":r_value,"g":g_value,"b":b_value }

(26)

The last parameter for a vertex is its position, which is an object with three values
x, y and z as an optional value. In our case we deal only with 2D space (27).
Ϻdb (p) = "vize-position":

(27)

{"x": x_value, "y": y_value }
Thereafter, for edges conversion and as an edge is an object with non-complex parameters, we can summarize the conversion as follows (28 and 29).
Ϻdb (E) = {α' & Ϻdb ({ e1 , e2 , .. ek }z) & ζ }

(28)

Ϻdb (E) = {α' & Ϻdb (e1), Ϻdb (e2) , .. Ϻdb (ek) & ζ }

(29)

With α' (30) and ζ (20) the opening and the closing constants successively.

α' = "\"edges\": {\"edge\":[".

(30)

Thereafter, for the conversion of the edges, each edged is converted separately as
follows (31). The number of edges k is ignored by the conversion function as it can be
easily calculated (32 and 33).
Ϻdb (ei) = Ϻdb ([k] & {id; s; t; [w]})

(31)

Ϻdb (ei) = Ϻdb ({id; s; t; [w]})

(32)

Ϻdb (ei) ={& Ϻdb (id) , Ϻdb (s) , Ϻdb (t) , Ϻdb (w) &}

(33)

The parameters id, s (source node), t (target node) and w (weight) are simple data
whose can be expressed with the syntax (24).
3.3

Conversion Algorithm

The functions presented in the previous subsection can be summarized in the following algorithm (Fig. 2).
graph_schema() is the function that allows us to build a graph schema from a
relational database. The graph schema is used generally to describe or visualize a set
of tuples stored in an SQL database such as MySQL or Oracle db, more details about
this function in [15]. The first part of the algorithm (from line 2 to line 7) takes a node
as a parameter, then generates its MongoDB syntax from the calculated graph schema
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in line 1, this part summarizes the instructions from (17) to (27) detailed in the previous subsection. The second part of the algorithm (from line 8 to line 13) takes an edge
as a parameter and returns its MongoDB syntax using the instructions from (28) to
(33) detailed in the previous subsection.
The combination of the two parts of the algorithm generates a MongoDB document
to store the graph schema as document-oriented object which open doors to exploit
those objects in several fields such as data science, data mining, data visualization and
other big data branches.
Algorithm graph_storage
tmp :
String
G :
A graph schema in GEXF format
mdb :
An empty MongoDB document
input
rdb : Table in a relational database
1) G = graph_schema(rdb)
2) tmp = "nodes: { node: ["
// init list of nodes
3) foreach node n in G.nodes do
4)
tmp = tmp + { "id:" + id_value +
", viz-size:{ value:" + vize-size_value +
"}, viz-color:{ r:" + r_value + ",g:" + g_value
+ ",b:" + b_value +
"}, viz-position:{ x:" + x_value + ",y:" + y_value +"}}"
5) end foreach
6) tmp = tmp + "]}"
// close list of nodes
7) add the content of tmp to mdb document
8) tmp = "edges : { edge: [" // init list of edges
9) foreach edge e in G.edges do
10) tmp = tmp + { "id:" + id_value +
", source" : source_value + ", target" : target_value +
", weight" : weight_value +"}"
11) end foreach
12) tmp = tmp + "]}"
// close list of edges
13) add the content of tmp to mdb document
output
mdb : MongoDB document
Fig. 2. Conversion algorithm

4

Graph storage in SQL and NoSQL datastores

To highlight the difference between storing graph schemas in SQL and NoSQL,
we propose the use of Oracle object relational-database 11g [26] for SQL model and
MongoDB server 4.0 [20, 27] as NoSQL document-oriented database. The comparative study will focus on three major axes; First we compare the ease of programming
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the query to store the same graph in both database models. Secondly, we compare the
execution time needed to execute both queries built in the first axis. The third axis is
the volume of the stored graph in the SQL and NoSQL databases.
4.1

Ease of programming and Variety

Oracle database uses SQL3 and later versions for object-relational programming.
In SQL3 each data type is defined with data definition language before executing the
insertion query which is a part of data manipulation language. The data definition
language requires the verification of each data manipulation query to the predefined
schema in data definition language which makes the query very sensible to any minor
error in the syntax.
In the other hand, and as the majority of NoSQL databases, MongoDB does not require any data definition which makes NoSQL queries more flexible and easier to
program, but the same SQL query (See Fig. 3) will be expressed with more characters
in MongoDB as it is obliged to redefine parameters name before their values (See Fig.
4).
INSERT INTO graphs VALUES (
graph(
‘2nd Degree graph’, ‘undirected’,
nodes(
node(‘A112’, 20.0, color(130,0,130),
position(145,-61,0)),
node(‘B341’, 22.0, color(230,10,10),
position(-212, 13,0))
),
edges(
edge(‘E0’, ‘A112’, ‘B341’, 0.27))
));
Fig. 3. SQL Object-Relational query.

Fig. 4 shows the insertion query of the same graph schema of Fig. 4, we mention
that an object in document-oriented model is called a document. As you can notice,
MongoDB queries are usually longer than SQL queries, but MongoDB syntax is easier to explain as it is schema-less as we already mentioned.
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db.graph.insert({
"description": "2nd degree graph",
"edgetype": "undirected",
"nodes": {
"node" : [
{
"label": "A112",
"value": 20.0,
"position": { "x": 145, "y": -61, "z": 0 },
"color": { "r": 130, "g": 0, "b": 130 }
},
{
"id": "B341", "value": 22.0,
"color": [230, 10, 10]
"position": { "x": -212, "y": 13 },
}
]},
"edges": {
"edge": [
{
"id": "E0", "weight": 0.27,
"source": "A112", "target": "B341"}
]}
});
Fig. 4. NoSQL MongoDB query.

For example, in the first node document (A112), the position value contains the
three dimensions x, y and z, but in the second node document (B341) the parameter z
is absent. The object color is composed of three integers for green, red and blue
(RGB) which can be explained as a composed document in the node A112 or a table
of integers which is the case in the node B341. In MongoDB, the parameter doesn’t
have to be present with the same name in the set of documents, we cite for example
the parameter label and id in the nodes A112 and B341 respectively, but this difference must be taken in consideration in the manipulation queries. Also, an optional
parameter doesn’t have to be declared with NULL constraint and specify the value
NULL in each transaction, we only ignore it.
4.2

Velocity and Volume

In this part, we evaluate the performance of the studied database management systems in term of velocity and volume; to do this we consider five built graphs. Then,
foreach graph we measure the time needed to store the graph and also the volume of
the stored graph. Table 1 presents the five used graphs sorted by their order (number
of nodes) and their size (number of edges).
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Table 1. Set of graphs used for measurments.
Graph

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

Order |V|

10

20

40

80

80

Size |E|

10

40

100

200

400

The next two figures (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6) show the time needed to store the graph
and its size in the database respectively.

Fig. 5. Execution time to insert graphs in milliseconds (ms).

As MongoDB is schemaless, insertion queries don’t have to be compared to any
schema before insertion which makes the insertion faster than Oracle database or any
other SQL DBs. Also, the experiments show that SQL databases are more sensible to
data expansion in comparison to NoSQL databases that are created to store high volumes of heterogeneous data.

Fig. 6. Graph sizes in bytes.
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Due to data compression, the five graphs occupied less space in document datastore in comparison to the object-relational database where the same storage size was
allocated to store data with different sizes.

5

Conclusions and Perspectives

We have presented an algorithm to store graph schemas in document-oriented database. For the application, we have used MongoDB as a NoSQL database management system and Oracle db as SQL database, we have also used other tools to test our
proposed process, such as XML for document representation of graph schemas, java
to code the different functions of the process and Gephi for data visualization.
The purpose of this contribution is to move from SQL to NoSQL datastores without being obliged to redefine the structures and the constraints, neither being forced to
manually migrate data from a system to another. This algorithm is meant to be applied
after graph schema building from a relational database. As NoSQL models are different and each organization choses the model depending on their data, future works are
needed to take us from an SQL model to any different NoSQL model and give each
organization the choice to continue with their preferred NoSQL product with data
preservation.
As perspectives, we plan to create the graph-oriented version of the algorithm and
to develop a system that links all the developed approaches from reading data from
SQL databases to graph schema creation and graph storage in different NoSQL models. The output of such algorithms is deployed by unsupervised clustering algorithms
to extract knowledge from data modeled by graphs.
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